Corporate Membership

#ofFISHalmember

Becoming a corporate member of GSA is the way for your company to demonstrate support for progress towards responsible seafood practices worldwide. Corporate membership is the closest way a business, organization, or producer can align itself with GSA.

Corporate membership dollars directly support initiatives around the world to improve the seafood industry (such as digital traceability initiatives, uplifting small-scale farmers, and our work with the UN Sustainable Development Goals).

To show our appreciation for corporate members supporting these projects, we offer the following benefits:

- **Public Recognition:** Logo listing on the GSA website
- **Membership listing on the GSA website**
- **Discount to in-person GSA events**
- **Feature on the GSA Blog**
- **GSA newsletter mention**
- **Access to GSA Member Toolkit**
- **Company profile on virtual events platform**
- **Social media mentions across GSA channels**
- **Media monitoring & email alerts**
- **Benefit accessibility to all staff members**

$5000 PER YEAR

Let’s impact the seafood industry together. Learn more about membership with us: globalseafood.org/membership
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